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Abstract—As a parallel way to study the weather, a new model
of pattern recognition in satellite image sequences is addressed.
A grammar for a language the symbols of which are based on
some image sequences was created; their derivation rules are
generated by counting the number of times a symbol is found in
an image, and the number of times it changes to another symbol
in the next image.

I. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of a weather satellite image sequence, ordered
in time, shows very complex vapor steams motions that
travel the atmosphere of the planet. The seemingly chaotic
movements of this events hinder, at the first moment, the
achievement of patterns or repetitions(recurrences), which
allows forecast or computational inferences. Due to that, it
is necessary to simplify the image, to the point that it turns
most easily interpreted and light as possible, loosing the
minimum important data along this work. To achieve this
relative simplicity (reduce the problem domain complexity
[1]), given that the initial goal is to model the steam movement,
the original METEOSAT9 satellite image provided by Instituto
Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE)[2] (figure 1) was
transformed into a black and white image.

The filtering process was modeled by applying the median
filter to remove the states boundaries of the analyzed region,
and threshold to remove the remaining colors, which are not
clouds, also normalizing it, to transform the cloud steams into
a regular white layer, to contrast with the rest that is not a
cloud, as illustrated in figure 2.

With the simplified version of the image, the Canny’s edge
detection algorithm, described in [3] was used, based on the
[4] implementation, generating an image sequence, showing
just the clouds edges. The example of the result is shown in
figure 3.

The Canny’s edge detection algorithm [3] guarantee the
one pixel edge thickness required to implement the proposed
language.

II. MOTIVATION

The use of a less expensive way to forecast weather and, at
the same time, present good outputs (even when compared to
those obtained from super-computerized numerical models) is
the main motivation. The questions underneath this research
are:
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Fig. 1: Original Image. Source: INPE

• Is it possible to use just a satellite image sequence to
predict the weather behavior (forecasting), similar to the
actual super-computerized numerical models?

• Is it possible to infer some data, such as atmospheric
pressure, temperature, humidity, by viewing only these
images?

III. THE SYMBOLS

The image information unit is the pixel; however, for a
pattern movement analysis, a pixel is not enough information.
The most convenient is a 3×3 matrix, because it contains the
central pixel, and at least one neighbor in each direction. Thus
it is possible to fix a central point of interest (in a central pixel)
and understand the general movement of that region, analyzing
the neighborhood. As a consequence, the manipulated image
that represents the symbols has three pixels in width by three
pixels in height, displayed as follows:

M =

 p11 p12 p13
p21 p22 p23
p31 p32 p33


where p22 is the reference central pixel.



Fig. 2: Image in B&W

Fig. 3: Edge Detection using Canny

The matrix above represents a binary image B : Z2 →
{0, 1}, that contains nine pixels, and can be represented by a
binary chain of the form p33p32p31p23p22p21p13p12p11, with
29 different combinations of zeros and ones, summarizing 512
images, where 0 is black and 1 is white.

Figure 4 shows some examples of the generated symbols
for the language.

(a) Symbol No. 1 (b) Symbol No. 2 (c) Symbol No. 86

(d) Symbol No. 205 (e) Symbol No. 353 (f) Symbol No. 468

Fig. 4: Example of symbols created by the combination of
black and white pixels in a 3× 3 matrix

IV. ANALYSIS

Assuming that the image edges have specifically one pixel
in thickness, granted by the Canny algorithm, a match function
discovers which symbol corresponds to which image part, both
in the current and the next image in the sequence, and fills each
image part with that symbol found. The procedure is repeated
for all the images in the sequence.

When this process finishes, the number of transitions are
count (from one symbol to another). For example, if in the
first position of the first image, symbol No. 1 was matched,
and in the next image, in the same position, symbol No. 2
was matched, value 1 is added to the No. 1 to No. 2 transition
counter. This process is repeated for each superposed symbol
in the images.

The process is repeated for eight more times, and for each
new repetition, it shifts one pixel to the right or one pixel
downwards, to avoid non-examination of any pixel.

Both the symbols occurrences and derivation [5][6] coun-
ters, are stored in a database, and, for optimization purposes,
only the occurred transitions are stored, implying the zero
valued transitions. Otherwise there would be n!

(n−2)! , for n =
512⇒ 261.632 stored transitions.

To represent the transitions density, the results were shown
in a 512 pixels wide by 512 pixels high map, where each line
represents the initial image symbols, the columns represent the
transitioned symbols, and the pixel color in a given coordinate
represents the transition counter value (from line symbol to
column symbol).



Figure 5a shows the density transitions map for the mini-
mum possible data, just two images in the image sequence.
Subsequent figures contain a greater transition accumulation,
because the analysis was repeated for a greater amount of
images in the sequence, 10, 30 and 60, the mapping of which
is shown in figures 5b, 6a e 6b respectively1

Fig. 5: First two tests

(a) Result of Match for 2 accumulated images

(b) Result of Match for 10 images

The first lines and columns have a great number of tran-
sitions, because most of the image is composed of black,
corresponding to symbol No. 1, which implies in future re-
moval in further studies, because only the significant symbols
in resonance with detected edges will be maintained.

A diagonal component was verified, from pixel (0, 0) to
(512, 512), which indicates the absence of transition. This
occurs due to the slow movements of some analyzed edges,

1For typographic reasons, these images were modified in contrast and
saturation to highlight the transition occurrences

Fig. 6: Last two tests

(a) Result of Match for 30 images

(b) Result of Match for 60 images

to casual correspondences from the same symbol (randomly),
or to atmosphere circulatory movements. This diagonal com-
ponent will tend to become less evident with a better model
calibration.

It worth noting that there is a dissipation from the first
symbols to the last ones. Apparently, because the edges have
better correspondence in the first ones, which have more black
pixels then white, forming linear patterns than the last ones,
which form white dense conglomerates.

Finally, a graph is constructed with symbols as it’s vertex,
and the transition count as edges, as illustrated in Figures 7a
and 7b where the edge size is inversely proportional to the
counter (weight) which has the transition, to make the heavier
vertex closer and set aside the lighter vertex, to get another
visual answer to this process.



Fig. 7: Graph of the first symbols

(a) Symbol id as vertex

(b) Symbol as vertex

V. CONCLUSION

This research is a work in progress, as there are problems
to solve, and also much error propagation in the process over
the analysis time, such as:

• Image Quality - The image acquisition is not 100% true,
and the filters increase this inaccuracy.

• Image Size - the approach of this work is strongly image
resolution dependent. It needs to be fixed, and as large
as possible, since for each resolution, a different pattern
will be matched, generating different data sets.

• Satellite Image Acquisition Interval - For a more con-
sistent analysis, the time between the first image and
the subsequent image must guarantee that the maximum
distance that an edge moves is two pixels, to stay within
the limits of the created language. Otherwise the symbols
must have different sizes, such as 5 × 5, 7 × 7, etc, all
odds, to maintain the central pixel as a reference mark.
Yet doing this, the 512 symbols would be 33,544,432 and
562,949,953,421,312 respectively, oversizing the prob-
lem.

• Image Filtering - When applied, some filters such as
Threshold and edge detection can cause some loss of
information about the original shape of vapor steams.

• Pattern Matching - With the above items, the patterns
matched in images may not correspond exactly to the true
ones, despite being close, generating incorrect derivation
weights.

When starting a new image processing techniques study
during this work development, new possibilities for image
processing were discovered, such as to almost extinguish
the loss of quality and error propagation, in filtering ap-
plication, also creating interpolated images, to smooth the
image sequence, allowing a more precise symbol transition,
generating a reliable map for further analysis. However, this

improvements will be implemented in a next step.
A deeper study about the actual meteorology and clima-

tology is necessary, to better lapidate the proposed idea and
verify what can be said about climate behavior and grammar
formation rules, if they exists, and how the relationship with
this proposed work approaches.

With the above upgrade conclusion, adaptive devices
[7][8][9] [10] will be used in the analysis result based on
the inverse way. Providing an initial symbol set, to form
a very first image, the adaptive device will reconstruct the
next images, based on formation rules formed from initial
analysis, and find patterns in a greater results set, for example,
comparing maps by seasons, or any other relevant recurrent
climate event.

With this, searching for a less expensive form of weather
forecast.
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